Geofencing Breaks Through Efficiency Barriers; Integration
Maximizes Effectiveness

Geofencing is a critical component of a mobile communications system, with the power to optimize back-office
and driver efficiency, customer service, asset protection and safety. When integrated with dispatch, routing and
other back-office applications, geofencing eliminates paper handling, reduces communications costs, and propels
workflow processes to run at top speed. In addition, when it is used with an in-cab scanning service, geofencing
further reduces costs, speeds up cash flow and enhances the bottom line.
Back-office efficiency saves time, reduces costs
In an integrated environment, geofencing transforms paperbased operations into an automated workplace that saves
time and eliminates human error. These are immense
benefits that impact back-office efficiency, which in turn
reduces costs, improves driver efficiency, optimizes load
scheduling and boosts customer service.
Exception notifications driven by geofencing keep
communication costs down by communicating only when
exception events occur, such as an overdue delivery,
excessive detention time, etc. Otherwise, geofencing can
be configured to store and send data only when needed for
customer service and load management.

GEOFENCING POWERS BIG BENEFITS







Geofencing integrated with dispatch and routing software
automates workflow, eliminating countless hours of manual
labor and potential human error. The data it sends enables
the routing software to automatically determine whether all
remaining stops on a route can be completed on-time on a
given day, and readjusts routes and re-assigns stops when
necessary. The dispatch software notifies customers of the
new schedule and ETAs.
Geofencing combined with in-cab scanning also makes the
accounting side of the business more efficient by
eliminating the handling of piles of paper. Imagine how
much faster billing and payroll tasks can be completed
when geofencing closes out orders and pre-indexed images
are received upon load completion. Stop information
attached to the scanned images prior to back-office receipt
expedites invoicing, speeds up the accounting cycle and
improves cash flow.
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Improves supply-chain communication
and increases pick-up and delivery
efficiency.
Lowers overall communication costs and
increases dispatcher efficiency with
exception reporting in addition to or in
place of traditional time-based
communications, such as hourly
updates.
Increases back-office and driver
efficiency by eliminating paper-based
load and routing information, which is
automatically delivered to the driver upon
arrival when integrated with a dispatch
system.
Increases route compliance and
identification, decreases detention times,
and ensures security by tracking routes
to determine actual route progress vs.
plan, rolling ETA, stop
frequency/duration and out-of-route
activities.
Increases performance by evaluating
driver, route and load activities that are
tracked through automated
reconciliation.

Advanced customer service wins and retains business
Customer satisfaction is a top priority for retaining business. It’s important to note that geofencing with exception
notification gives for-hire fleets a strong, cost-effective competitive advantage over traditional, manual dispatch
operations. A fully automated system enables them to be more responsive by communicating changes in delivery
times ahead of ETA. Taking it a step further, for-hire fleets that provide customers visibility into their loads through
online access wield an even stronger competitive advantage.
Driver efficiency, satisfaction, safety soar
Driver performance and satisfaction go hand in hand. The highest performing drivers understand the positive
relationship between technology and their wallets and appreciate how it minimizes paper-handling time, so they
can drive and earn more.
Geofencing in an integrated environment:
»
»
»

Minimizes driver detention by pre-announcing arrival in enough time for a customer to prepare for delivery
and stocking, and allows fleets to capture additional revenues for unavoidable detention.
Eliminates manual delivery confirmation by providing pre-populated electronic forms.
Drives costs and liability exposure down when used with in-cab scanning by avoiding costly out-of-route
miles and potential accidents when stopping to scan or mail paper documents.

Safety and concern for drivers also go hand in hand. Geofencing with exception notification alerts dispatch to
potential safety issues. When a driver with a 99 percent on-time record is detained for more than 30 minutes, the
system notifies dispatch. Dispatch proactively contacts the driver for a safety check and contacts local law
enforcement or 911 to patrol the customer stop when the driver doesn’t answer. Dispatchers and appropriate
personnel can be notified by email as exceptions occur.
Geofencing data integrated into a reporting system also alerts for-hire fleet managers that a stop may be out of
compliance with delivery protocols, and may therefore incur additional charges for detention time exceeding
contractual provisions. A comparison of actual to planned service-time for each driver, historical route data, and
comparative load/driver data may reveal glitches that need driver input. If a planned two-day route requires two
and a half days and four out of seven stops indicate delays, a manager would want to find out from the driver
what caused those delays. Have customers’ receiving hours changed? Were there route detours? Are there any
situations that may be putting the driver at risk?
These answers may provide an opportunity for trucking firms to provide additional customer service. A stop that is
not complying with delivery protocols indicates a compromise of company standards. This directly reflects on the
location’s manager and can affect operational efficiency.
Cash flow improves, accounting costs drop
With an in-cab scanner connected to a smart device in the cab, geofencing streamlines accounting processes that
improve cash flow. The driver scans in the signed delivery receipt, and the driver is prompted to identify which
stop the document is associated with. The in-cab scanning software aligns information associated with that stop
(customer number, location and order or bill of lading, and other load information), immediately indexes it into the
workflow, and provides confirmation that indexing was accomplished at a specific time and place.
Geofencing essentially saves a step in the accounting process that relieves the driver and payroll and billing
clerks of handling paper and associating specific orders with documents that are received days and weeks after
load completion. As a result, this automated process generates invoices faster, speeds up payment and improves
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cash flow. In addition to reducing soft costs, automated indexing reduces the hard cost of traditional truck stop
scanning and outsourced indexing by approximately 25 percent.
Summary and conclusion
Trucking firms that integrate geofencing with mobile communications, dispatch, routing and other back-office
systems, and in-cab scanning are armed with a full complement of resources for optimizing operational and driver
efficiency. From planning and monitoring the driver’s day and communicating with drivers and customers
throughout execution, geofencing is the power source for efficiency and savings. As the preeminent driver of a
paperless environment that speeds up workflow; geofencing improves cash flow and further reduces costs.
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